Are you sure you know what your customer needs?

Don’t let the success of your innovation come
down to chance
Let me ask you a couple of quick questions:

• How do you rate the chance of success of your current innovation?
• Do you truly believe that your customer and not your technology is at
the heart of your innovation?
• When you ask your team what insight lies behind their ideas, how do
they answer and do they really know what you are asking?
• Do your teams employ a disciplined and robust method of creating
new products and ideas or is it more of a gut feel approach?
• Do you have more data than you know what to do with, but no
breakthrough insights?
If you are concerned about any of the above then you are not alone.
Over the last 10 years 35,000 other smart innovators at the worlds best
companies looked to Outside In to help resolve similar issues.

Are your team part of the 35,000?
We get it! Creating compelling new ideas and explaining their value is tough.
Outside In™ are global experts in teaching the competency of Insight and
Value Proposition (product concept) creation in B2B and B2C organisations.
Our success is reflected in the fact that in 2015 our tools and thinking are
used by over 250,000 employees around the world.
Because we specialise in just this one topic, our expertise has been sought in
the boardrooms of global multinationals such as Philips, GE and Citrix.
We have delivered training to 35,000 people in 27 countries across a diverse
range of B2B, B2C, Service and Product companies. Teams have joined us
from blue chip companies like Glaxo, Unilever, Lafarge, Electrolux and Nestle.
We have also been asked to train smaller organisations and incubators, start
ups and University faculties. Maybe we have trained you in the past or maybe
you are part of a new team who have yet to experience our training?
The profile of trainees for Outside In’s session normally comprise of a mix of
upstream and downstream marketing and sales folks, market research
professionals, senior business heads, business group managers, product
managers and R&D (Product Engineers and Developers).

A couple of thoughts from the 35,000
Their materials are exceptional and their thinking is first class, they made a
diverse team of people share a common vision in an incredibly short time.
Vice President Glaxo Smithkline
In the past years I have seen several “trainers” none as inspirational as you
are. Or maybe even more important not capable of overcoming the cynics –
Global Innovation Manager DSM

Their view on Outside In thinking will make us a much more formidable
competitor, everyone should attend these sessions at least once.CEO & Chairman Philips
Your session last year here helped to reset the organization that then led to a
host of new insights resulting in a truly transformational year... Well done!
Vice President Global Marketing Agendia
I’d like to thank you again for the training this week. Lots of really great
feedback from the team after you left. And I can say personally that this was
one of the most enjoyable, relevant and fascinating sessions I’ve been in.”
Vice President Customer Experience Citrix
Very inspiring and very useful. I can’t remember that I have got such a useful
tool during my 13 years in product marketing.
Marketing Director Analogic

It’s about keeping it simple and repeatable
For nearly all innovation consultancies the trick is to confuse the client and
pretend that the skills they have can’t be taught. After all, this leads to repeat
business and the illusion of proprietary expertise.
At Outside In we are different. We believe passionately that you can teach
the core language and skills of disciplined insight and value proposition
creation. Our industry leading Net Promoter Score and a roster of global
clients suggests that we are able to build competency in even the most
complex markets and organisations.
With an equal balance of B2B and B2C teams trained, we have proven that
the principles we teach and the tools we have are flexible and applicable to
all types of business.
Having helped teams for a decade developing gene sequencing, financial
products, business energy tariffs, coffee machines and dream programmers
we know our methods and tools work everywhere.
The testimonials and repeat business we have, is evidence that our training is
unique and indelibly practical in the minds of those who attend.

Where has our method been used in real life ?
-

To establish the insights for new cement in Zambia
To establish a new energy service for North American business
To create a new service model for global healthcare systems
To understand the lighting needs for deep sea oil rigs
To create answers for anxious breastfeeding mothers in China
To motivate people to use their home gym equipment more in Germany
To encourage people to speak to their bank face to face over the internet
To create a new reporting system for police forces in California
To understand why people struggle to tear cling film in Europe
To help get satellite navigation to sound more like real people
To establish future business models for video on demand
To help householders understand where they are using electricity most.
To create a new financial service for young people
To see what people would like to dream about
To make sure chemotherapy is as simple and painless as possible
To develop new insurance solutions for global construction projects
To ensure premature babies can be scanned easily in an MRI

Let’s help solve your problem next…

What does our training cover?
We train teams in the following:
1) The reason why consumer/customer insight is key to success
2) The true definition of an insight and how to avoid the common traps and
misconceptions
3) Where and how to generate better insights
4) How to create insights in a complex B2B stakeholder chain
5) How to validate whether your insights are fresh, relevant and powerful
6) How to turn those insights into winning Value Propositions (Concepts)
7) How to ensure your Value Proposition is clear and differentiated.
8) How to make sure your winning Value Proposition drives all subsequent company
activity from Design, R&D and Communication to Sales and Claims Support
9) How the best companies deploy this thinking through their business to get it to
stick even despite initial resistance or conflicting cultures
10) What are the best tools to use to make all this simple and intuitive

At the heart of all creative processes is discipline
You may not believe it, but many other functions think marketing isn’t a
discipline. They think that decisions are made on ‘gut feel’ alone and that there
is no way to validate or structure the creative idea generation needed for
innovation in a robust way.
We disagree.
For over a decade we have been teaching Value Proposition creation using a
simple 6 block thinking framework. It wasn’t something we invented, as its built
on 60 years of industry best practice, but we have refined and perfected it for
use in large complex organisations.

Our framework has now been stress tested and proven to work in B2B
environments as well as B2C, it’s been used to launch products, services and
brands alike.
The approach has been used to develop new products, improve existing ones
and reposition those that were well established in the market.
Put simply, our approach works.

It’s not rocket science or witchcraft
The worlds best marketing companies have known for years that to tell a story
of a product, service or brand you need to use the same 6 core elements.
You need to focus on a target, work out what they need then see why other
alternatives fail to address that opportunity adequately.
Anything complicated or contentious so far?
Then you need to clearly communicate the benefit you offer and prove you can
deliver it in a better way than those others.
Communicating your ideas inside and outside the company in a proposition that
follows that structure is proven to work every time.
So that’s what we teach.
We don’t overcomplicate it, wrap it up in jargon or try and add stuff to make
ourselves seem clever. What we do however, is explain it really simply and give
rich and elegant examples at every turn. We find people learn better that way.

Smart people need persuading to change
Our philosophy at Outside In™ is ‘Seeing and Doing is Believing’.

We know that insight driven innovation and value proposition creation
may not have been the historical culture of our clients. We regularly
meet and consult with highly intelligent people who need persuading
that such a shift is appropriate for them or possible given the
established culture of their organisation. Sometimes we meet people
who think they already know everything about insights, but haven’t
challenged their thinking or updated their skills in years.
As a result we build all our methods on a series of case studies close to
the day to day situation of our clients. We prove through showing
example after example that the move to insight driven innovation is not
only achievable but highly desirable for those we train.
This constantly evolving use of up to date products and examples to
illustrate our learning objectives prevents the Outside in (TM) workshops
becoming reliant on dry theory and keeps them interactive and
engaging.
That’s why our workshops have such unprecedented word of mouth
recommendation and has been proven to change the culture of huge
established companies where others had failed.

First participate in world class training
Training:
1. Foundation Training - All the core elements in 2 days of training – up to
20 participants can attend in every session
2. Advanced Training – Advanced insight generation and research methods,
claims generation and more
3. Become a VP coach– Enhance the skills and tools of your internal experts

Next benefit from world class support
Coaching and Development:
1. Project Clinics – 1 day workshop to sort out the strategy and clean up those
sticky projects lacking an insight or a tight, differentiated proposition.
2. Kick Start Workshop - Launch the whole team in the same direction on those
key new projects that need energy and inspiration in just one day.
3. Remote coaching subscription – After your training, have us on call to
support your team by phone, with monthly case studies, or a series of virtual
meetings on an ongoing basis
4. Proposition Engine –Our interactive software for creating value propositions
and helping write all the associated discussion guides, advertising, sales and
R&D briefs.

Contact us

info@ Outsideincompany.com
www.Outsideincompany.com
+44 7961 96 9997

